VESTAL, N.Y. — Binghamton University’s Graduate School received a 26 percent increase in applications from international students over the past year, compared to 7 percent growth nationally, the school said in a news release, citing data from the Council of Graduate Schools (CGS).

The 2014 CGS survey collects data on all international graduate applications.

Binghamton University said it has outperformed its peers for the second year in a row. In 2013, international graduate applications to Binghamton University increased 29 percent, compared with 1 percent nationally.

“This massive growth is not a coincidence,” Susan Strehle, vice provost and dean of the Graduate School, said in the release. “Our new application, upgrades to our Electronic Graduate Admission Decision System, streamlined admissions procedures, online marketing, and social media in other languages, as well as the dedication of our staff and the hard work of schools and departments are responsible for this achievement.”

Measuring individual graduate programs in the 2014 school year, Binghamton University’s education
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(up 89 percent), physical and earth sciences (up 51 percent), and engineering (up 25 percent) programs posted the largest increases in applications from international students.
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TODAYS HEADLINES

New York manufacturing index holds steady in June
Johnny Rockets reopens at Destiny USA following renovation project
State Dental Association elects Utica-area dentist as president
Town of Tyre votes to support Wilmot Casino and Resort
Time Warner Cable formally opens training facility in Clay

MOST READ ARTICLES

Allegiant to offer flights from Syracuse to Myrtle Beach beginning in late May
Lockheed Martin announces 600 more layoffs companywide
New York’s initial jobless claims fall to lowest level of the year
Otis Technology founder Garrett steps down from top job, Puzzuoli named new CEO
Kinney Drugs formally opens in-store health clinic
Lockheed Martin cuts 114 jobs in Salina, 25 in Owego
Former Big M store in Watertown reopens as Tops
